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Sources : DMK’s Minority Wing Secretary Dr Masthan issues a statement that,

news reports about invitation being extended by DMK to All-India Majlis-e-Ittehadul

Muslimeen AIMIM Chief Asaduddin Owaisi for its convention to be held on 6th of

January at YMCA, Royapettah. 1/n

He says, news reports that appear in certain TV Channels to this effect are untrue.

DMK is a party filled with liars. Invitation was extended to Owaisi and this invitation was extended in person by the same Dr

Masthan who denied the news. 2/n

Apart from this, sources say, DMK LS leader TR Balu spoke on phone with Owaisi.

Even a person with basic knowledge knows Owaisi is a vote splitter and all his forays always help BJP. By inviting him to

DMK conference, 3/n

Stalin has antagonised DMK’s long term trustable and reliable partners like MMK and IUML. They are reliable partners.

Manithaneya Makkal Katchi is quite popular among Muslims and it has trustworthy leaders. 4/n

Owaisi is a Urudhu speaking Muslim and he won’t get a single vote from Tamil speaking Muslims.

If Stalin thinks, a Bihari Brahmin Prasanth Kishore and his dumb and useless son Udhay, can ensure victory, doomsday is

nearing not only for DMK, but to MK Stalin also. 5/n

What would a Bihari Brahmin know about Tamil Nadu ? Tamils are a separate breed. Our culture goes back to centuries.

This is the reason, the BJP / @RSSorg are finding it difficult to set foot in our state. We are the descendants of Keezhadi

civilisation. 6/n

Does Stalin think, a Bihari Brahmin will know how to handle TN elections ? Previously he hired a Telugu speaking guy –

Sunil Kanugolu to run the DMK. Sunil Kanugolu, a former consultant with McKinsey, 7/n

has earlier been a key member of the 2014 Narendra Modi election campaign, along with Prashant Kishore. Post-2014

general elections, Sunil ran the DMK's state assembly election campaign in 2016. 8/n
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Will a person who had worked for the victory of BJP in 2014 and ruined this country be loyal to DMK, or any one for that

matter ? Prasanth Kishore also worked for BJP’s victory in 2014. 9/n

DMK, has highly intelligent leaders with field knowledge. But, Stalin doesn’t trust them, and trusts a Bihari Brahmin whom

Stalin thinks can win the elections for him with a magic wand.

Both Prasanth Kishore and Sunil Kanugolu are RSS / BJP men. 10/n

While the poor cadre of DMK work hard and strive for the party, Stalin is paying crores of DMK party money to a Brahmin.

DMK was founded and groomed on anti-Brahmin sentiments. While it is time to go back to the roots, Stalin is doing the

opposite. 11/n

If Stalin trusts Prasanth Kishore, he is in for doom or “muttu sandhu” a popular slang in Tamil.

Video evidence of DMK’s invitation to Owaisi
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